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Abstract—The introduction of new key features into the
core specification of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) increased its
potentialities, thus paving the way to the development of new
networking paradigms. The ability for a single node to participate
in more than a piconet and to assume both the role of master
and slave makes it possible the formation of multi-hop networks
that can be used in several emerging application scenarios.

Additionally, the inherent low power consumption at the cost
of contained throughput makes this technology appealing for
Internet of Things (IoT), where power memory and capacity
constrained devices exchange messages at relatively low data
rates.

In this paper, we devise a two layers BLE mesh-based net-
working paradigm obtained by generalizing Android BE-MESH
for hardware-independent sensor networks. Each node enforces a
plug-and-play architecture which makes it able to autonomously
switch between client and server role, discover and connect to
existing scatternets and relay messages through them, making
the network able to extend and self re-organize in a distributed
fashion.

To have our implementation ready for IoT systems we based
it on the ESP32 off-the-shelf board. We describe both the
implemented functions as well as some practical results proving
the effectiveness of the framework in some tested configurations.

Index Terms—IoT, Bluetooth Low Energy, Mesh networks, Ad-
hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last few years have been witnessing the birth and

development of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), a brand new

communication technology designed for energy-constrained

systems which guarantees theoretical bit-rates of 1 Mbps and

2 Mbps for BLE 4.2 and BLE 5, respectively [1].

Whilst this technology is actually mainly deployed to create

point-to-point links or star networks, where peripherals are

connected to a central device, it is possible to exploit default

functionalities to achieve more complex network topologies.

By exploiting the Generic Access Profile (GAP) and the

Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) services of BLE it is possible

to distinguish several classes of devices to interact with each

other and to allow multi-hop network formation and routing.

Due to the infrastructure-less nature of this technology,

small power requirements and widespread usage, it repre-

sents a cost-effective solution to be embedded in Internet

of Things (IoT) platforms generally being tiny devices with

tight constraints with regard to batteries, available memory

and computational resources. BLE in a mesh setting can be

used in a multiplicity of scenarios, like IoT, edge computing

networks, infrastructure-less networks or to support existing

infrastructures to overcome their own limitations (e.g. in terms

of coverage).

Even though BLE supports only very short-range com-

munications in line-of-sight, thereby reducing the effective

achievable distance to tens of meters, it could leverage on

a huge amount of saved energy allowing the battery of the

devices to last for a very long time period. These savings,

however, can be further improved by considering better mesh

communication protocols than those suggested by the standard,

which is still based on techniques that do not consider the

energy limit of IoT devices, using for instance flooding to

deliver messages to the entire network.

In this context, we present BLUES (BLUetooth ESp32

mesh), a self-organizing BLE Mesh network designed for

IoT, obtained by generalizing Android BE-MESH [2] for

hardware-independent sensor networks. We show as a proof

of concept an implementation on Espressif Systems product

ESP32, a common Arduino-like board which is open source

and implemented in most of sensor IoT environments [3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section II,

we discuss the related work discussing the need of developing

new paradigms for BLE, while in Section III we illustrate

our system design. In Section IV we present our testbed and

implementation for ESP32, together with some preliminary

tests conducted on this platform. Finally, Sections V and VI

conclude our work by showing the possible use cases of

BLUES in some well known IoT fields and by proposing some

future scenarios that could be investigated.

II. RELATED WORK

Due to its low power, bandwidth usage (ISM) and data

rates, BLE technology has been gaining ground in a wide

range of fields requiring short-range communications, among

these smart homes, industry 4.0 and health monitoring to cite a

few. A brief tutorial of the main procedures to establish BLE

connections is reported in [4] where also solutions to solve

some contention issues in dense IoT scenarios are presented.

Groundbreaking smart-home solutions are presented in [5], [6]

and [7], which discuss the interaction between smart sensors

and, respectively, android systems, centralized management

servers and individual BLE devices, in point-to-point net-

works.
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Smart manufacturing is investigated in [8] and [9], both

proposing BLE monitoring technologies for industrial plants.

Scenarios leveraging BLE for ad-hoc body networks are

presented in [10], [11] and [12], proposing three alternatives

based on star topology to collect and share data with backhaul

cloud infrastructure.

Despite the fact that BLE paradigm has been investigated

from various perspectives, its application in the development

of mesh networks is still an open field. Some work present in-

depth analysis on several aspects related to BLE networking:

work in [13] investigates the probability of node isolation

and K-connectivity for BLE-meshes while [14] presents an

extensive analysis regarding the inference between network

parameters. Other works, conversely, propose practical im-

plementations in the shape of protocols or frameworks but

with some remarkable differences with our approach. In [15]

a protocol allowing real-time communication for BLE mesh

networks is proposed. Differently from BLUES, this protocol

envisions a master/slave paradigm where several slave nodes

communicates only with a single master using a TMDA

approach, and also considers a static scenario with static

routing performed offline. In [16] the authors present an

Android library allowing public safety communications over

the same type of networks. This dynamic approach leverages

both the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and hop

count for selecting the best path among a small network. While

representing a valuable tool for computer and smartphone net-

works it suffers from high computational overhead, hampering

its usage in IoT scenarios. Finally, other contributions are

provided by [17], proposing a testbed for IPv6 over Low power

Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) technology for

BLE networks and by [18] which discusses a cluster-based on-

demand routing protocol implementing a flooding avoidance

mechanism that reduces routing discovery broadcast messages.

The BLUES solution here presented instead is the first tenta-

tive to build, on top of an open source and versatile System-

On-a-Chip, a mesh network and an efficient routing mecha-

nism for IoT smart devices based on BLE.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Every BLUES node is composed of two main layers: the

kernel layer and the routing layer. The kernel level is intended

to wrap and hide all the hardware functionalities and provide

a unified interface to the upper level, which is where BLUES

logic is actually implemented, making the routing paradigm

hardware independent. At the routing level we define two roles

that a single device can assume during the network lifetime:

the server and the client.

The server is responsible of message dispatching inside

the network and bases its functionalities on a single BLE

service which, in turn, leverages a single BLE characteristic.

Moreover, a server is the manager of its own piconet, formed

of its set of clients, and also communicates with other servers

in order to create complex scatternets.

To avoid any loss of performance, the BLE standard

recommends a maximum number of active connections per

BLE Service. To this aim, we designed every BLUES server

to have maximum 7 contemporary connections being freely

divided into server2server and server2client ones.

By default we allow a maximum of 4 incoming connections

for clients and 3 outgoing connections for servers, but these

numbers can be adapted in order to create specific network

topologies.

On the other hand, the client represents a terminal

node connected to a single server and has only the ability

to send and receive messages within the network. This role

has been kept as simple as possible in order to reduce the

computational overhead, making client nodes more suitable to

perform additional services.

A. Basic BLUES node behaviour

Fig. 1: Basic BLUES node behaviour.

The basic behaviour of any BLUES node is to assume a

role as soon as it becomes operative. This functionality allows

a complete self-configuration of the network without the need

for external intervention. It is based on a Finite State Machine

(FSM) and can be easily adapted to any need by forcing the

initial state assumed by the FSM and thus allowing a node to

start directly as a client or as a server. If the device starts from

an undefined state, as a first action it searches for other BLUES

active servers in the surrounding environment by performing

a BLE Scan. The result of this action is a list of relatively

close active servers.Given the mesh nature of the network and

to allow better communication and reduced latency, this list is

sorted according to the best RSSI through a classic insertion

sort in-place algorithm. This algorithm has been chosen since

it does not add any spatial cost on the device memory as

well as a linear temporal cost, except for worst case scenarios.

Considering that this list is almost completely sorted any time,

due to the fact that a new device is listed in the correct order,

as long as it has been discovered (except when a device change

its position), worst case is very unlikely to happen.

Since every found server can provide connectivity to a

limited number of devices, the node has to query these servers

until an available spot for a client-server connection is found
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or a timer expires. In case of success, the server establishes

a connection with the device and subsequently launches a

RoutingDiscovery routine to notify all the other devices that a

new element joined the network. This routine is described in

detail in the next section.

Conversey,If at the end of the scanning there are no servers

or no availability to establish a connection, the new device

assumes the role of server, connects to the nearest server to

receive the routing table and starts advertising the possibility to

accept new clients. After an arbitrary period of advertisement,

that is completely variable and adaptable to any possible

use case a server re-enters the scanning phase and if it

finds new servers it connects to the latter in order to merge

the two independent scatternets into a larger one. A visual

representation of the BLUES node behaviour is shown in

Figure 1.

B. BLUES routing table

Every node has its own routing table which is composed

of several records, one per connected device excluding the

local host. Each record consists of the address of the reachable

device, the address of the node working as gateway towards

that device (next hop) and the number of hops required to

reach an intended destination.

Considering that each device is identified by its Bluetooth

Device Address (BDA), we define a single entry of the routing

table as a tuple with the following format:

(BDAtarget, BDAnexthop, numhop, f lags).

The size of a BDA is 6 bytes while the sizes of the flags

and of the number of hops field are 1 byte each. Therefore

any single entry requires 14 bytes and the whole routing table

occupies 14×n bytes with n equal to the number of network

devices. Figure 2 represents an actual routing table generated

by BLUES.

While in some Android BLE systems the BDA is generated

in a pseudo random way [19], then inducing developers to

implement custom identification paradigms [2], in BLUES we

use a static value to address a device in order to have the same

address at every run. This behaviour however was designed

for convenience only and does not have any impact on the

performance, nor on the operation of the network.

Fig. 2: Example of BLUES Routing Table.

C. BLUES routing protocol

As indicated in Fig. 1 every time two nodes establish a

connection (being either a client-server or a server-server

one) they exchange their routing tables by performing a

RoutingDiscovery. This is used by a server to inform clients

of the available routes or to exchange its routing table with

the one of another server, thus extending the knowlegde of

the network. In general two BLUES nodes, deviceA and

deviceB, that establish a connection for the first time run the

RoutingDiscovery routine that consists of three main steps:

• deviceA sends a DiscoveryRequest to deviceB. The Dis-
coveryRequest message contains an empty payload used

just to notify the beginning of the routine;

• deviceB replays with a DiscoveryResponse message to

deviceA, containing its own routing table as payload;

• if deviceA also has its own routing table, then sends it

back to deviceB with a DiscoveryResponse.

Whenever a server gets a DiscoveryResponse, it updates its

routing table. It also inserts any update into another table,

called RCT, which keeps track of recent changes in the

discovered routes. The server then transmits it to its neigh-

bours, instead of the complete routing table, thus obtaining a

reduction of the injected network traffic, especially in cases of

large networks.

Each RCT entry is labeled with a state representing which

action was performed on it: (i) entry added, indicating that it

has just been inserted into the routing table; (ii) entry updated,

if a better path to that device has been discovered; (iii) entry

removed, to notify a device which is not part of the scatternet

anymore.

Any node which receives a RoutingUpdate message may

choose whether to accept or discard updates, depending on the

current state of its routing table. For instance, if the deviceA
already knows a route to reach deviceC and it receives an

update coming from deviceB containing a higher cost path for

the very same destinations, it just drops it.

IV. IOT TESTBED

To test the whole implementation of our BLUES solution we

used some low-power ESP32 modules, general-purpose IoT

chips with integrated BLE adapters, where each device is fully

autonomous and able to execute the whole BLUES stack. The

source code is available in [20]. It is currently implemented

to be compatible with the aforementioned hardware, but it

can be easily ported to any required hardware platform re-

implementing the Kernel module. Furthermore, we advise

to use this code as a routing middle-layer, thus shadowing

any routing related aspect while building an independent

application layer on top of it.

In the following subsections we give a quick overview

of the ESP32 Platform, its features and the reasons why

we selected it for our work. Then we discuss the current

implementation providing several numerical results so as to

prove the effectiveness of our mechanism.

A. ESP32 Platform

To develop a testbed for BLUES we selected the open

source ESP32-WROOM-32 System-On-a-Chip (SoC) due to

high affinity with the ideal concept of IoT smart device: a

versatile SoC able to achieve interconnection, on medium-

range, using both BLE or WiFi, while presenting the key

characteristics of small size, memory, power consumption and
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CPU usage. More specifically, this board presents a 4.2 BLE

chip, a WiFi 802.11 b/g/n chip, 520 kB of RAM, 4 MB of

flash memory and two low-power 32-bit LX6 microprocessors,

it is also open-source and Arduino compatible.

The firmware provided for this platform enforces the speci-

fications defined in section III for both kernel layer and routing
layer. The kernel layer manages all the interactions with the

BLE stack implemented by the Bluedroid module inside the

board. Moreover, the kernel layer handles the GATT events

by splitting Server operations (i.e. accepting new connections,

notifications etc.) handled with GATT-S handler and Client
operations (i.e. sending connection requests, read/write oper-

ations) with the module GATT-C handler.

GAP operations (i.e. scan phase, advertising, gathering

data from surrounding nodes) are in the responsibility of

the respective GAP handler module. In order to handle all

these events at a higher level, the kernel module allows the

subscription of callback functions to these specific events. This

results in the assumption of different behaviours for the node

according to its current state, since it establishes both which

module and also which way it maps every kernel event to a

specific action. Indeed, it is thanks to this facility that the

routing layer, which manages the formation of a network

together with its high level operations (such as handling of

roles, message exchange and parsing), can manage the node

behaviour as already shown in Figure 1.

B. Experimental Results

The software stack introduced above has been installed on

several ESP32 devices so as to investigate the evolution of the

network. One particular aspect we want to investigate is the

convergence time, which can be expressed as the interval of

time that occurs from the startup of the first device to the full

formation of the network, intended as the status where each

node is able to communicate with any other node through

a path defined in its routing table. We performed several

experiments in this regard leveraging up to 7 devices capable

of autonomously scanning the surrounding environment and

Fig. 3: Testbed composed by 7 ESP32 boards

Fig. 4: BLUES stack.

decide which role to assume (Fig. 3). Values of the used

parameters are given in Table I.

TABLE I: Experiment Parameters.

Parameter Value

max incoming connections 2

max outgoing connections 2

BLE connection timeout 5s

duration of scanning operation 1− 10s

In order to present a quite complex scenario, characterized

by different kind of topologies, the number of incoming

connection per device has been set to 2, thus limiting the max-

imum number of client devices per server. In normal use cases

this value can be set closer to the hardware specific limitations.

Moreover, all the nodes have been powered simultaneously, in

order to avoid any measurement bias.

In Figure 5 we show the average time required to achieve

convergence as a function of the network size. It is possible

to notice a substantial increase in the required time passing

from 3 to 4 devices, caused by the the introduction of a

new server in the topology increasing its complexity and

therefore requiring more effort to reach the convergence. This

phenomenon also occurs in case of a higher number of devices

but in a lesser extent. This is mostly due the higher degree of

freedom presented by the network in this case which allows

the coexistence of several network topologies considering the

same number of devices.

This latter claim is motivated in Fig. 6 which presents the

number of exchanged routing updates related to the number of

interconnected devices. While networks with a small number
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Fig. 5: Average time to reach convergence as a function of

network nodes. 95% confidence intervals are shown.

Fig. 6: Average number of routing updates required to reach

convergence as a function of network nodes. 95% confidence

intervals are shown.

of devices, around 3 or 4 units, require a fixed number of

updates to reach convergence, this number starts to experience

a high variability when the number of devices grows, hence

suggesting the formation of diverse network configurations for

a given number of devices.

Results obtained so far could provide an overview of the

effectiveness of our framework comparing its cost with the

flooding paradigm’s one, that is the option advised by the

Bluetooth SIG [1] to develop BLE meshes. Interpolating data

in Fig. 6 it is possible to generalize the provided results for

wider networks: using MATLAB software suite we obtained the

following second degree polynomial function indicating the

expected number of exchanged routing updates for a network

of N nodes

convergenceBLUES(N) = 0.5327×N2+0.0577×N−0.1875 .

In case of a network with N devices trying to send M
messages, assuming, without loss of generality, that all the

possible network configuration are uniformly distributed,any

message should traverse on the average N
2 devices before

reaching the destination, thus obtaining the following number

of packet transmissions.

sendMessagesBLUES(N,M)

= (0.5327×N2 + 0.0577×N − 0.1875) + (N/2)×M

On the other hand, flooding paradigm doesn’t perform any

network topology discovery routine, hence experiencing a

Fig. 7: Comparison between BLUES and flooding in terms of

packet transmissions for number of network nodes and send-

message requests

huge number of retrasmissions: considering its most general

form where each node is required to retransmit in broadcast

any message of which it is not the intended receiver, the

aforementioned network requires this number of transmissions

sendMessagesFLOODING(N,M) = M × (N − 1) .

Figure 7 presents a comparison between BLUES and flood-

ing showing the higher efficiency of this latter in case of

small networks, due to its simple infrastructure-less nature.

Conversely, BLUES performs better when the number of

sent messages increases (so when the network grows), nearly

halving the cost in most of the cases.

V. POSSIBLE USE-CASES AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed paradigm presents high versatility and high

decoupling to the underlying hardware infrastructure making

the possible use cases manifold, in particular we advise the

following ones:

• Edge Computing: cases where a sensor network infras-

tructure, supported by a relatively far cloud performing

the whole computation, is not effective. This can be

the case of massive networks, where the huge amount

of shared data could not be sent over the backhaul

network but must be partially processed locally in order

to avoid saturation. BLUES may represent an light mesh

infrastructure that can be used to perform some dis-

tributed processing in accordance to the edge computing

paradigm.

• Faulty-backhaul tolerant networks: situations where

a small-area network must be deployed in case of a

fluctuating back haul infrastructure, therefore requiring

to the network to autonomously reconfigure in order to

share and manage data which will be eventually collected

at later time. Emergency networks represent the typical
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example of this use case, where the backhaul infrastruc-

ture becomes unreliable or even inaccessible for some

time.

• Infrastructure-less IoT networks: obtained taking the

previous case to the extreme. Here a small sensor network

must perform in isolation and final data will be collected

over scheduled periods of time. It is a valuable candidate

for environmental monitoring systems, which result very

complex to be reached by supporting infrastructure, like

volcanoes, mountain ranges or sea depths.

• Supporting existing infrastructures: it could provide

support to already existing wireless technologies in order

to increase performance or overcome inherent limitations

of the former. A prime example is the possible syn-

ergy with low-power wide-area networks like LoRaWAN,

increasing its granularity considering a small network

enforcing our paradigm in place of a single end node

• IoT Domotic: One of the greatest risk for IoT domotics

is the exposure of multiple agents to the internal and ex-

ternal Internet. In this case BLUES could expose a single

node to the external network acting as a gateway while

hiding the internal nodes by applying known techniques

of swarm robotics. Moreover, through the implementation

of the 6LoWPAN over BLE standard it would be possible

to completely hide our paradigm avoiding well-known

problems of compatibility between different IoT devices.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an innovative autonomous network-

ing framework with self-reconfiguring capabilities for next-

generation massive IoT. The technology hereby proposed aims

at boosting the potentials of IoT networks, addressing common

limitations affecting widespread networking paradigms for

IoT, such as fixed topology requirements or limited number

of nodes by introducing multi-hop interconnection between

resources-constrained devices leveraging Bluetooth Low En-

ergy 4.2+ protocol stack functionalities. More specifically, the

devised approach uses GATT and GAP specifications to define

two classes of devices, client and server, and their mutual

interaction. Each node autonomously assumes one of the two

aforementioned roles and establishes connections following a

greedy approach relying on network specific parameters only,

with no need for any external aid.

Several experiments have showed the ability for the network

to reach convergence over a finite time span, requiring a small

number of exchanged routing updates, hence making it a valid

alternative to the widely used flooding algorithm in situations

of massive message exchange.

Future work will focus on providing optimal parameters

configurations for predefined classes of services in order to

optimally reduce convergence times and number of exchanged

messages. We also aim at providing compatibility to well-

known routing algorithms in order to facilitate the exploitation

of their features on ad-hoc IoT networks.
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